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Linnéa Bake: I'm curious what both of you think
about the 2010s: culturally, aesthetically, or personally – Eliza, your recent monster paintings and your
performance as a zombie, binge watching a fragmented version of The Walking Dead (in your 2019
exhibition with Puppies Puppies) had a particularly
postapocalyptic angle to them, and seem to reflect
or comment on contemporary society in different
ways… But also, on a more personal note, the two
of you met in the 2010s and have been collaborating since Eliza’s show at the 2016 annual exhibition
of the Städelschule in Frankfurt, where you studied
painting.
Florence Bonnefous: I was introduced to
Eliza’s paintings in 2016, by a friend who had
visited the art school Rundgang. I intuitively
offered her a show immediately. At Air de Paris, I am now showing US-american artist Sturtevant’s early videos (1998-2006) – I think that
a tense critique of our environment is present
in both Eliza Douglas’ and Sturtevant’s works.
To me, Sturtevant’s cute fur toys, her gigantic
installation The House of Horrors (at the Museum of Modern Art Paris, in 2010) and Eliza’s
paintings of uncanny bodies and vampire performances are expressing a similar sense of
loneliness and despair. Cute or goth?
Eliza Douglas: I agree with the comparison Florence is making between
Sturtevant and I, and I am attracted
to the ambiguity she is mentioning,
which seems to touch on the dual
presence of both lightness and darkness in a work. Something humorous
mixed with something critical or melancholic. This is definitely present in
the works of mine that you both mentioned. And then there is also the most
recent show I did, Josh Smith, in which
I directly incorporated the work of another artist into my own. I guess that is
another comparison one could make
to Sturtevant. I wonder how she would
have reacted to that show...
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LB: Florence, since you mentioned intuition in relation to your first encounter with Eliza’s work –
maybe you can say a bit more about what it is that
fascinated you with her paintings? Had you already
seen Eliza in Angst at Kunsthalle Basel, or were you
generally aware of her work as a performer and musician at the time?
FB: No, we met before Angst and I was not
aware of any connection with Anne Imhof.
And since I am not much into fashion, I didn’t
even know about you being the main model
in Balenciaga shows… Actually, I am not very
much into figurative painting either (laughs),
I’m more from the conceptual planet. But
with Eliza’s work, I just knew it was good. And
fresh. So many artists produce so many similar artworks relying on banal ideas, so I was
quite enthusiastic to encounter this kind of
work that is rather flat, does not pretend, but
simply looks very different than any other.
Maybe it is paintings in disguise. With a flavor
of rock.
Eliza, about your Josh Smith series, who
knows how Sturtevant would have seen
those, she was unpredictable. She was a
smart punk, very critical, also to works that
are critical! Maybe she would have been interested in those paintings that reproduce the
photographic documentation of Josh Smith’s
exhibitions found all over the internet.
LB: Sturtevant addressed notions of authenticity and
questioned the value of “the original” in a time before the digital age and the circulation of images
as we know it. She once said that in exploring the
relationship between repetition and difference, she
wanted to encourage her audience to look beyond
the surface similarities of original and copy, to what
she termed the under-structure of art. Eliza, I think
your work raises similar questions about authorship
and originality, but also about collaboration – I’m
thinking about the paintings for which you worked
with various painting companies in the Dafen artist
village in southern China. Are you also interested in
exposing such an “under-structure” of art, even if
maybe one of a different kind?
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ED: When I moved to Germany, I started out by making abstract paintings,
and I used some printing techniques
that were available at my school. Those
were the resources available to me at
the time, so I tried to push them as far
as I could. I had often thought about
works I would like to make if only I was
trained in classical painting. So I put
up an ad at an art school in New York
when I was home for the Christmas
break , and hired a painting student to
work for me for a few days. This was
the beginning of my “hands and feet”
paintings. So the main reason for me
hiring a painting assistant was pragmatic: I often want to make paintings
that require a level of training or skills
that I simply don’t have.
In terms of the paintings I had made
in China, I did this when I wanted the
works to have a particular, kind of
skewed and plastic effect. This was a
utilitarian move and not a conceptual
one. It has been interesting to see how
provocative it has been for some people that I have used assistants in this
way. It is not a new method, painters
have had assistants paint for them for
hundreds of years (Rembrandt for instance has authored many works that
he didn’t himself touch). And most importantly, it is relatively common for
professional artists today to produce
work this way – although I seem to be
more transparent about it than most.
I think this is something that artists
and dealers sometimes choose not to
mention, out of (legitimate) concern
that it would negate some idealization
necessary for the artist and the work
to be imbued with value. I also think
there is often misogyny involved when
people are critical of my use of assistants... so many of my male colleagues
have used this method, and it seems
like they are given more of a permission to do so. But besides the fact that
having an assistant can expand the
possibilities of my work, I like that the
provocation involved also seems to
shed light on certain questions: Why
do some works or mediums seem to
require the touch of an artist and not
others? When has a person earned
the right to outsource work, and why?
How much and in what way does the
status of an artwork rely on the narrative around it (who made it, under what
circumstances, and why)?
FB: The Chinese connection seemed exciting to many. It is a little myth. I have never put
this forward in discussions about your work
nor taken advantage of it as an incentive to
sell the paintings, because I do not consider
it so interesting. The idea that getting works
produced in China operates as a critique of
mass production and consumption, is what
one calls an “idée reçue” in French. I was actually mainly fearing the working conditions
PHOTOGRAPHS NADINE FRACZKOWSKI
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PERFORMANCE, ELIZA DOUGLAS / PUPPIES PUPPIES (JADE KURIKI OLIVO), GALERIE FRANCESCA PIA, 2019. © PHOTO: ANNE IMHOF
COURTESY GALERIE FRANCESCA PIA, ZÜRICH
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I AM THE HORSE YOU SHOULD BET ON (VIII) 2017
OIL ON CANVAS 170X170X3CM
© OVERDUIN & CO., LOS ANGELES COURTESY AIR DE PARIS.
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Right now, we are about
to finish up
Anne’s Sex series, which
I also styled.
I’m glad you are suggestin
g that this
plays an important role
in the work,
this form of my contributi
on is rarely
recognized.
In addition to the styling and
performing, I also co-write the mu
sic for the
work. So, in terms of your
question regarding the medium: for a
while, I felt
like I had to pick one to dedic
ate myself
to, and I couldn’t. I am rea
lly inclined
to making images on a 2D
plane, but
I have also realized that pe
rforming is
important to me, and a big
par t of my
performative expression
has turned
out to be singing. I toured
with bands
for a while in my 20 ’s and
dreamed of
making a life from that, bu
t then I gave
up at a cer tain point. It has
been really
nice to get back into it and
to realize
that, for now at least, it wo
rks out to do
multiple things in parallel.

1

LB: I think the example of the diffe
rent aspects of
your practice leaking into each
other is quite representative of the artistic field,
or more generally,
cultural production at the moment.
It’s a lot about
zeitgeist, nothing seems really con
tained anymore.
Florence, you’ve been working
with artists for a
while, Air de Paris was founded in
1990 – would you
say you’ve been witnessing a cha
nge in how artists
approach this kind of interdiscipl
inarity, and in how
it’s being received?
FB: Indeed, Edouard Merino and
myself started Air de Paris in Nice in the sum
mer of 1990
with Les Ateliers du Paradise,
which turned
the gallery into a place to live
together with
the artists Pierre Joseph, Phi
lippe Parreno
and Philippe Perrin. The fun,
adventure and
multidisciplinarity was experie
nced, rather
than performed. We can see
that collaborative projects and artists or tran
sdisciplinary
collectives are more numerous
anew. There
were many in the 90s, less in the
2000s, and
more again in the 2010s.
LB: The distinction between exp
erienced and performed multidisciplinarity that you
make in this context is really interesting, also from
the perspective
of the audience. In the Imhof perf
ormances there is
no stage, so no real boundary betw
een the audience
and the performers. It’s a situatio
n in which the performers are surrounded by people,
being constantly
documented with smartphones, and
ultimately consumed as individuals. Some com
pare the attention
Eliza and the others have gained
to “rock star fame”.

2
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FB: This brings to my mind Guy
Debord’s palindrome IN GIRUM IMUS NO
CTE ET CONSUMIMUR IGNI (“we turn in the
night, consumed by fire”)... [Editor’s note:
In girum imus
nocte et consumimur igni (1978)
was Debord’s
final film, a romantic reflection
on an intensely
commodified culture and the per
ceived moral
and material degradation of mo
dern capitalist
society].
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MUSIC AND MATHEMATICS
2017
OIL ON CANVAS
210 X 180 CM
© PHOTO IVAN MURZIN
COURTESY AIR DE PARIS.

2 UNTITLED
2017
OIL ON CANVAS
30 X 40 INCHES
© PHOTO MARC DOMAGE COURTESY AIR DE PARIS.
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"WHY DO SOME WORKS
OR MEDIUMS SEEM TO
REQUIRE THE TOUCH OF
AN ARTIST AND
NOT OTHERS?
WHEN HAS A PERSON
EARNED THE RIGHT TO
OUTSOURCE WORK, AND
WHY?"
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LB: It’s a good referenc
e, also with regards to
some
other things we’ve tou
ched upon… Anne Im
hof’s
performance pieces ha
ve been widely celebrat
ed for
“hitting the nerve of tim
e”, as you say in Germ
an –
also in relation to the
ir references to youth
culture
and fashion, or you co
uld say anti-fashion, wh
ich is
replacing more obvious
markers of wealth at the
moment. But for the sam
e reasons, Imhof’s wo
rk has
also been criticized for
being “trendy”. I think
a similar example was the
2016 Berlin Biennale
cu
rated
by DIS: celebrated by
some for their accurat
e and
spine-crawling take on
neoliberalism, and cri
ticized
by others for becoming
the thing they intende
d to
satirize… Eliza, is tha
t kind of criticism som
ething
you, Anne and the res
t of the team talk abou
t?
ED: I don’t think
critique is centra
l to
Anne’s work. And
I don’t find it cyni
cal
or ironic. It makes
sense that people
see it as some kind
of reflection of ou
r
time, but this ha
ppened naturally
, it
wasn’t a premedita
ted goal. The work
is made intuitive
ly, and in my opin
ion
it is born from im
ages, not concep
ts.
There is a lot of
ambiguity and flu
id
ity, and it produc
es a wide range
of
experiences and
images that real
ly
affect people. I th
ink if the work ha
s
a
goal, it is this. So
mething that mak
es
Anne’s work so po
werful is that it lay
s
out a fertile grou
nd for interpretatio
n.
Sure, of ten the
people involved
and
the aesthetic of
the work are cons
idered “cool”. But we
are not referencin
g
something that is
somehow separa
te
from us. As I de
scribed before,
the
fashion and othe
r cultural signifiers
in
the work are usua
lly tied to us, so th
e
performers’ pers
onalities are inde
ed
very present in th
e work.
FB: The debate ar
ound art and trend
s is
about form and purit
y within the system,
ra
ising the question wheth
er one can criticize th
e
system from the ins
ide. I believe that to
day
it is almost impossibl
e to stay “pure”, unles
s
ready to quit.
ED: To come back
to your question,
I
tend to avoid read
ing press, and wh
ile
we talk a lot abou
t the making of th
e
work with Anne
and the others,
we
generally don’t fo
cus much on its
reception. Obvious
ly, Anne’s work
is
very popular. In th
at sense, it is trend
y
I guess, but it is no
t ephemeral or su
perficial. She ha
s made somethi
ng
that widely fascin
ates people and
in
my opinion, she
has created her
ow
n
ar tistic genre.
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